
B.Sc. DEGREE END SEMESTER EXAMINATION MARCH/APRIL 2019

sEMESTER - 2: MATHEMATICS (COBE COURSE FOR MAiHEMATTCS AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS)

COURSE: 15U2CRMATZ|LIU}CRCMT2- ANALYTIC GEoMETRY, TRIGONoMETRY AND MATRICES

(Common for Riegulor 2018/Supplementory-improvement 2017/2016/2015 /2014 Admission)

Max. Marks: 75

PART A
. Answer all questions.

Each ouestion carries 1 mark.

1. Define orthoptic locus.

, 2. What is the equation of the choid joining the points t1 and t2 on the parabola U2 : 4cir?

3. Define Conjugate Diameters of an ellipse.

4. What is the equation of the polar of (q,At) with respect to the conic y2 :8r?

5. The polar coordinates of a point is (5,2r/6). Write its Cartesian coordinates.

6. Define hyperbolic sine of r

7. Separate sin(a + i P) into real and imaginary parts.

8. When z is real, what is the period of. tanr?
-t'

9. What is the rank of a non-singulal matrix of order n x n.

10. What is the inverse of the elementary transformation H21(-2).

(10X1:10)

PART B
Answer any eight questions.

Each question carlies 2 marks.

'T.nD

11. Find the pole of the line lz + mA I n :0 with respect to the hyperbola ! -T : t.a2 b2

12. Find the condition for the line U : mr * c to be a tangent to the parabola A2 : 4ar and
also determine the point of contact.

13. Find the equation of the asymptotes to the iryperbola 4 - * : ,.a2 b2
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14. Find the equation of the tangent to the 
"ooi" 

1 :1* ecosg at a point whose vertical angle
r

is a.

15. Prove that cosh2 fr :7* sinh2 z

16. Separate into redl and imaginary parts the expression tan(a + iP). :

L7. If log(o * i P) : x * i'9, find r.

[t 2 -7 4l ;

1g. Find the normal form of ttr. -"ttk 
| _2r :, Z :,l

I z 2 11
19. Find the eign values of the matrix | 1 3 1 

I

L1 2 2)

20. Give the definition of elementary matrix. Find the elementary ma!4tr Hzs@) obtained from

Iz

(8 X 2: 16)

PART C
Answer aljy fi'ae questions.

Each question ca,rries 5 ma,rks.

ry2 o,2

2L. Ifthe chord joining two points whose eccentric angles are a and B on the ellipse 
'b* 

b 
: t

cut the major axis at a distance d from the centre, s[ow that t*ttuof;: #

22. Find.the equation of the pair of tangents from (r1, gr) to the parabola y2 : 4q,'

- t 
- Aon<A t- Rsind mav be a taneent to the 

"o.ria 
1 :

23. Find the condition that the line L: Acos0+ Bsin? may be a tangent r
7 * ecos?-

24. Ifsin(9 + l' 6) : r(coso *'i sina), prove that r2: ](cosh 2Q - cos2g)'

ln1
25. Find the sum of the series to the infinity. cosrsine + )cos2 

t sin2r+ fr 
cos3 zsin3r + - - -.

26. Use Cramer's rule to solve the system of linea.r equations'

r*z : -1
-2r4-A : 1

-Y+z : 5

27- Form augmented matrix and solve the system of equations

r+Alz:9 (5X5:25)
2r *5y *72:52

2rl-A-z--0



PART D
Answer arry tuo questions.

Each question ca^rries 12 marks.

, , .r2 o,2 n2
28. (a) Show that the line lo Irngln: 0 is a normal to the ellipse := +* :1, if frr, .t\t a" 'b'

\a--o-r
n2

(b) Show that the locus of the poles of normal chords of the hyperbola 4 - * :-- --J r------- A2 F
curve a2f = r2b6 : (a2 +b2)2r2g2-

29. A circle passing through the focus of a conic, whose latus rectum is 21, meets the conic in

four points whose distances from the focus are r.J.,r2,ii,-rn-Prove that 1 * i * I'* i:',
30. (a) Factori se 17 -1 into real factors '"

(b) Sum the series cosh a - j "orf, 
2a ++cosh 3a . . . to oo.

31. State Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Use the theorem to compute 43 and Aa of. the matrix
f r r 21

,1,:l z t 1 l.
lz 3 1_l

(2X L2:24)
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